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plans, a different provision in a different context. In
The Board concluded that, once a prima facie case of

enacting s. 3(6)(a), the legislature was seeking to confirm
age discrimination has been made out, the employer had

the financial protection available to employees under a
to satisfy the three-part ‘‘bona fide occupational require-

genuine pension plan while ensuring that they were not
ment’’ test from British Columbia (Public Service Employee

arbitrarily deprived of their employment rights pursuant to
Relations Commission) v. BCGSEU, [1999] 3 S.C.R.

a sham. The Supreme Court held that to meet the bona
3(‘‘Meiorin’’). 1 The three-part ‘‘bona fide occupational

fide requirement in s. 3(6)(a), a pension plan must be sub-
requirement’’ test requires that the discriminatory factor

jectively and objectively bona fide: it must be a legitimate
should be reasonable, genuine (adopted in good faith) and

plan, adopted in good faith and not for the purpose of
directly related to the job.

defeating protected rights. The inquiry is into the overall
On judicial review, the Court of Queen’s Bench set bona fides of the plan, not the actuarial details or

aside the Board’s decision and applied a different test, indi- mechanics of the terms and conditions of the plan. Regis-
cating that the pension plan must be both bona fide and tration under the New Brunswick Pension Benefits Act is at
reasonable. The Court of Appeal dismissed the employee’s least one helpful indication of the bona fides of a pension
appeal and allowed the employer’s cross-appeal. It con- plan. Accordingly, unless there was evidence that the pen-
cluded that, under s. 3(6)(a), the applicable test was sion plan as a whole is not legitimate, it was protected by s.
whether the plan was subjectively and objectively bona 3(6)(a) from the conclusion that a particular provision com-
fide. pelling retirement at a certain age constitutes age discrimi-

nation.The Supreme Court agreed holding that the three-part
In reaching this decision, the Supreme Court rejectedMeiorin test is applicable to s. 3(5) of the New Brunswick

the application of the Alberta Human Rights and Citizen-Human Rights Code, which deals with bona fide occupa-
ship Commission which requested, that the Courttional qualifications, but does not apply to s. 3(6)(a) of the
re-engage in a policy debate about the ongoing legitimacyCode, which is concerned with bona fide retirement or
of mandatory retirement generally. The Court stated thatpension plans. When used with ‘‘occupational qualifica-
no constitutional challenge has been made to the relevanttion’’ or similar expressions, bona fide is a well-understood
provision of the Human Rights Act and that its task wasand accepted term of art in human rights law. However, the
therefore limited to discerning what criteria satisfy the testwords bona fide in s. 3(6)(a) are used to qualify a pension
in s. 3(6)(a) of the legislation.
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S.N.W.T. 2002, c. 18, ss. 7(2) and 7(3); and Human Rights wages for employees and 6¢ per $100 of income for
Act, S. Nu. 2003, c. 12, ss. 9(2) and 9(4)). self-employed workers.

In fact, while only Newfoundland and Labrador use
The 2009 rates are as follows:

almost the same language as New Brunswick in its Human
Rights legislation, almost all the other provinces and territo-

● Employers — 0.677%
ries provide an exemption from discrimination on the basis
of age with respect ‘‘to the operation of a bone fide retire- ● Employees — 0.484%
ment of pension plan’’.

● Self-employed persons —  0.860%This is significant for employer policies on termination
and pensions, pension plan administrators (some of which Subscribers will be notified when the final regulation is
may be house departments that are part of or associated issued.
with payroll) and more indirectly payroll departments who
administer terminations and work with pension plan
administrators. This Supreme Court decision, while only Quebec Reservists Leave and Other Labour
applying to New Brunswick, could easily be applied to

Standards Amendments Introduced other provinces/territories should cases arise. As such,
elimination of mandatory retirement which has only devel-

Just prior to the Quebec Legislature adjourning for the
oped over the past few years, could be in jeopardy. summer break, the Legislature introduced a Bill to provide
Another distinct possibility, is that the various provinces/ for Reservists Leave and other miscellaneous amendments
territories will move to amend Human Rights legislation to to labour standards.
remove the exception given to retirement and pension
plans. In fact, the New Brunswick Human ’Rights Commis-
sion has stated that it will be strongly urging the govern- Reservists Leave 
ment to move forward on this issue.

Employees who are also reservists of the CanadianIn the interim, while awaiting further legislative and
Forces will have the right to be absent from work, withoutcourt developments, corporate policy decisions makers,
pay, for one of the following reasons:pension administrators, and payroll departments working

with these groups should be cautious in administering
● if the employee is credited with 12 months of uninter-

pension plans in ways that undermine the spirit and intent rupted service, to take part in a Canadian Forces opera-
of the legislation that provides for the elimination of tion outside Canada, including preparation, training, rest,
mandatory retirement. and transportation from the reservist’s place of residence

and back, for a maximum period of 18 months;
Notes:

● to take part in a Canadian Forces operation in Canada1 See 2005 CLLC ¶230-015.
whose purpose is to provide assistance in the case of a
major disaster within the meaning of the Civil Protection
Act, to aid the civil power, on request of the Attorney
General of Quebec under the National Defence Act, orHot News Items to intervene in any other emergency situation desig-
nated by the government;

Quebec Parental Insurance Premiums To
● to take part in annual training for the period prescribedIncrease 

by regulation or, if no such period is prescribed, for a
period of not more than 15 days; orQuebec has issued a Draft Regulation that, when given

final approval, will increase parental insurance premiums
● to take part in any other Canadian Forces operation aseffective January 1, 2009.

prescribed by regulation.
The Draft Regulation modifies the premium rates

To take advantage of the leave, the employee wouldapplicable to employees, employers and self-employed
be required, where possible, to give the employer at leastworkers. The proposed amendments are chiefly attribu-
four weeks’ written notice of the reason for the leave, thetable to a significant increase in the birth rate since the
date it is to begin, and its duration. The employee wouldcoming into force of the plan.
be able to return to work before the expected date after

The majority of workers and employers will be affected giving the employer at least three weeks’ written notice. On
by the proposed amendments which have financial impli- request, the employee would be required to provide the
cations. The amendments will entail an increase of 4.7¢ per employer with any document justifying the employee’s
$100 of payroll for employers, 3.4¢ per $100 of salary or absence. An employee who is absent on reservist leave for
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a period greater than 12 weeks would not be permitted to end of the term; or employment for less than 25 hours in a
be absent again on reservist leave before the expiry of a week.
period of 12 months from the date of his or her return to

The new exemptions have been incorporated into thework. The annual vacation entitlement provisions of the
Employment Standards section of PAYSOURCE at ¶7185.Act would be amended so that, if an employee is absent

on reservist leave at the end of the 12 months following the
end of a reference year, the employer may either defer the
employee’s annual leave entitlement or pay the indemnity
for that leave. Recent Cases and Rulings

An employee would not be entitled to take reservist
leave if his or her absence would endanger the life, health, Discrimination based on family status
or security of other employees or cause destruction or found where vacation pay treated
serious deterioration of certain property, or in a case of differently for parental leave superior force, or if the absence is inconsistent with the
employee’s professional code of ethics.

● ● ● British Columbia ● ● ● Beaton, who worked as an
electrician at Tolko, was entitled under the collective
agreement to 4 weeks’ vacation based on 9 per cent of

Miscellaneous Amendments earnings, or 160 hours at the employee’s hourly rate,
whichever was greater. Workers’ Compensation, illness,

Bill 98 also proposes to make several other amend- bereavement leave, and jury duty were all considered days
ments to the Act, including: worked in the calculation of vacation pay, but not parental

leave. Beaton took parental leave just before his first son
● permitting persons to be considered as spouses for the was born, beginning on February 7, 2005, and returning to

purposes of the Act even if they temporarily cease to work in October 2005. As a result, he worked less than
cohabit or if one of them is required to live permanently 1,000 hours in 2005, so he was paid based on 9 per cent of
in another place for health reasons or because of impris- his earnings for the year. Beaton filed a grievance, claiming
onment; and entitlement to vacation pay for the time he was off on

parental leave, but the union decided not to go forward
● stipulating that an employee who intends to take pater- with the grievance. When his second son was born in June

nity leave must give the employer three weeks’ written 2006, Beaton took another parental leave. He worked more
notice stating the expected dates of the leave and of the than 1,000 hours over the course of 2006, so he was given
return to work. his full vacation pay in January of the next year. Beaton

brought a human rights complaint, alleging that not
The amendments are contained in An Act to amend including hours away from work for parental leave in the

the Act respecting labour standards principally with regard calculation of his vacation pay constituted discrimination
to reservists which received first reading June 18, 2008. on the basis of family status.
Subscribers will be informed of the progress of the Bill
when the Quebec Legislature resumes in the Fall. The complaint was allowed. In determining whether

the employer’s failure to include time spent by the
employee on parental leave in its calculation of his hours
worked for the purposes of vacation pay constituted dis-
crimination, the Tribunal had to first identify the purpose ofNeed To Know
the benefit or form of compensation at issue. As submitted
by the employer, vacations with pay are used to provide
employees with periods away from work with pay. Next,

Northwest Territories Exemptions from Notice the Tribunal rejected as an appropriate comparator group
other employees who have voluntarily taken leaves, sinceof Termination 
leaves taken around the birth of a child are not truly volun-
tary, given that the birth of a child is never fully predictable.Northwest Territories Regulation R-033-2008, effective
Therefore, the appropriate comparator group was allMay 12, 2008, amended the provisions of the Employment
employees on all forms of leave, whether voluntary or not.Standards Regulations regarding notice for certain
The final issue was whether the denial of vacation payemployees upon termination.
based on 160 hours worked, which was made available to

The amending Regulation stipulates that the notice of others in the comparator group, was discriminatory. Not all
termination requirements set out in the Employment Stan- employees on leave were treated the same, as the hours
dards Act do not apply to employment in the construction spent on Workers’ Compensation benefits, sickness,
industry; intermittent or seasonal employment of less than bereavement, and jury duty were included in the computa-
180 days in a year; employment for a definite term of tion of the minimum number of hours to qualify for vaca-
365 days or less where the employment terminates at the tion pay based on 160 hours at the employee’s regular rate.
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Parental leave was not included in calculating the min- concluded that Churchill had accepted the constructive
imum number of required hours. Beaton was denied a dismissal of her contract of employment when she failed
benefit granted to others in the comparator group based to return to work at the end of her disability leave. She was
on his family status, which constituted discrimination. entitled to four weeks’ notice.

Beaton v.  Tolko Industr ies Ltd. ,  (B .C.H.R.T . ) , Churchill v. Stockgroup Media Inc., (B.C.S.C.),
2008 CLLC ¶230-026. 2008 CLLC ¶210-024.

Long-time employee who retired becauseProbation constituted constructive
of difficulties with new duties wasdismissal 
constructively dismissed 

● ● ● British Columbia ● ● ● When Churchill began
working with Stockgroup Media in December 2002 as an ● ● ● British Columbia ● ● ● Fisher began working for
advertising sales representative, a term of her employment Lakeland Mills in 1985 as a switchboard operator/recep-
was that management reserved the right to change com- tionist, and over the years she took on some secretarial
pensation and incentive plans at any time for business work as well as the responsibility for accounts receivable
reasons. She transferred to an administrative assistant posi- and payable. Fisher turned 65 in April 2002, and while there
tion, which included part-time sales, before returning to was no compulsory retirement age at Lakeland Mills, visi-
sales in the Ontario region. Churchill took over her super- tors to the office would often raise the topic of retirement
visor’s clients when she went on maternity leave, which with her. When she brought concerns about this to the
increased her sales and commissions. In May 2005, Stock-

company president, he assured her that there was no con-
group Media hired a new director of sales, and introduced

cern and that she could stay with the company for as longa new compensation plan. While Churchill was dissatisfied
as she wanted. When a staff member resigned in July 2003,with the new plan, she signed on in June 2005. The sales
the office manager was concerned that Fisher would beterritories were realigned in February 2006, and Churchill’s
unable to be trained to cover the workload. Fisher wasnew area did not include parts of Ontario that generated
given training, but she found the task difficult and washigh sales revenue. Given some concerns about Churchill’s
uncomfortable doing it. When the office manager met withperformance, Stockgroup Media gave her a performance
Fisher in August, Fisher was asked about retiring and sheimprovement plan on April 24, 2006, setting out concerns,
was told that if she did not retire soon, the company wouldspecific goals, and a probationary period to meet the goals.

Churchill immediately went off on disability leave, and did need to hire a backup employee who would pick up some
not return to work. She claimed that the unilateral change of her accounts payable duties. As a result, Fisher believed
in the commission structure constituted constructive dis- that she either had to learn the additional duties of backup
missal, which was compounded by the changes to her shipping clerk, or a new hire would take over part of her
sales territory. She brought a claim for wrongful dismissal. work including accounts receivable and payable. Fisher

retired, but then brought an action for wrongful dismissal.
The claim was allowed. The employment contract spe- The trial judge found that Fisher had been constructively

cifically reserved the employer’s right to change compen- dismissed, and awarded her 10 months’ pay in lieu of
sation and incentive plans at any time, so the employer notice. Lakeland Mills appealed.
was entitled to change the commission structure. However,
the imposition of a change to Churchill’s sales territory was The appeal was dismissed. By not correcting Fisher, the
a substantial alteration to an essential term of her contract company president affirmed that Fisher was obliged to take
of employment. This was imposed with no fresh considera- on the shipping duties in addition to her regular job, or
tion for the introduction of a new, and significant, term to

retire. These duties represented a significant change in her
the employment contract. Therefore, Churchill was entitled

employment that the company was not entitled to imposeto treat the change to her sales territory as a constructive
unilaterally. Therefore, the judge’s conclusion was sup-dismissal, though Churchill did not indicate that she would
ported by the evidence, and there was no reason for thecontinue her employment only if the territorial realignment
Court of Appeal to interfere with the decision. In addition,was rescinded. Finally, the imposition of probation was not
the award of 10 months’ notice was within the appropriatewarranted, and could be treated as constructive dismissal.
range.While she did not treat the realignment as a repudiation of

her contract of employment, she was justified in contin-
F i s h e r  v .  L a k e l a n d  M i l l s  L t d . ,  ( B . C . C . A . ) ,uing to advance her concerns, and the probation was in

direct response to her complaints. In the result, the Court 2008 CLLC ¶210-026.
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in certain circumstances would cause the plaintiff mentalEmployee with chronic fatigue syndrome
distress, then the plaintiff is entitled to recover. In thewas wrongfully dismissed but no punitive employment law context, damages resulting from the

or bad faith damages awarded by S.C.C. manner of dismissal will be available where the employer
engages in conduct during the employee’s dismissal that is
unfair, or in bad faith. In such cases, an employee would be● ● ● Ontario ● ● ● Keays, an employee of Honda, was
entitled only to damages actually suffered, but no such baddiagnosed with chronic fatigue syndrome requiring him to
faith existed here. Specifically, there was no evidence thatbe off work. He received disability benefits until 1998, at
the employer took a ‘‘hard-ball’’ attitude toward work-which time the insurer determined that he was able to
place absences, or that they were setting Keays up to bereturn to work, and terminated his benefits. Keays returned
terminated. The employer’s decision to stop accepting theto work, but was absent from work at a higher rate than
doctor’s notes from Keays was not a reprisal for his deci-was predicted by his physician. When Honda noticed that
sion to retain legal counsel, but simply an attempt to con-the physician’s notes given by Keays to explain his
firm his disability. Punitive damages also should not haveabsences began to change in tone, Honda believed that
been awarded. Punitive damages are restricted to wrongfulKeays’ doctor was not independently evaluating whether
acts that are so malicious and outrageous that they arehe missed work due to disability. Honda asked Keays to
deserving of punishment on their own, and no such con-meet with an occupational medicine specialist, and when
duct was demonstrated in this case. Even if they had been

Keays declined he was terminated. In an action for
justified, an element of deterrence was included in com-

wrongful dismissal, the trial judge determined there was no
pensatory damages, so there was considerable and unnec-

just cause for the termination of Keays, as Honda’s require- essary duplication of damages by the lower courts. Finally,
ment that he meet with an occupational medicine spe- the lower courts erred in concluding that Honda’s discrimi-
cialist was not justified (see 2005 CLLC ¶230-013). The court natory conduct amounted to an independent actionable
awarded 15 months’ notice, but this was extended to 24 wrong for the purposes of allocating punitive damages. The
months because of the egregious bad faith displayed by Human Rights Codeprovides a comprehensive scheme for
Honda in the manner of termination. The trial judge found treating discrimination claims, and since a breach of the
it was without jurisdiction to consider a tort based on Code could not constitute an actionable wrong, then the
whether Honda breached his rights under human rights legal requirement for the common law remedy of punitive
legislation. But the trial judge accepted that such com- damages was not met.
plaints could constitute an independent actionable wrong,
which would trigger an award of punitive damages, so Honda Canada Inc. operating as Honda of Canada
Keays was awarded punitive damages as well. The Court of Mfg. v. Keays, (S.C.C.), 2008 CLLC ¶230-025
Appeal dismissed the appeal, but reduced the punitive
damages award from $500,000 to $100,000. Honda
appealed.

Director not liable for corporation’s
The appeal was allowed, in part. The Supreme Court

outstanding tax debt upheld the determination that Keays was wrongfully dis-
missed, and the award of 15 months’ notice. In deter-

The taxpayer was a director of a corporation that hadmining reasonable notice, courts should consider the char-
failed to deduct and/or to remit income taxes and otheracter of the lost employment, the employee’s length of
payroll deductions on the remuneration paid to itsservice, the age of the employee, and the availability of
employees. The taxpayer had relied on the monthly finan-similar employment having regard to the experience,
cial reports prepared by an accounting firm, which hadtraining, and qualifications of the employee. While the trial
disclosed that the corporation was meeting its statutoryjudge erred in alluding to the employer’s flat management
obligations to deduct and remit its payroll deductions. Instructure, rather than examining Keays’ actual functions, on
reassessing the taxpayer for 2001 and 2002, the Ministerthe facts of the case there was no basis for interfering with
held the taxpayer jointly and severally liable for the corpo-the assessment of 15 months’ notice. But Honda’s conduct
ration’s outstanding tax debts due to its failure to make thein dismissing Keays was in no way an egregious display of
required remittances under the Act. The taxpayer appealedbad faith justifying an award of damages for conduct in
to the Tax Court of Canada.dismissal. The trial judge made a number of errors of fact in

finding that Honda engaged in bad faith in the manner of
The taxpayer’s appeal was allowed. The evidencedismissal. An action for wrongful dismissal is based on an

showed that the taxpayer had exercised due diligence inimplied obligation in the employment contract to give rea-
keeping abreast of the corporation’s financial affairs, andsonable notice of an intention to terminate the relation-
was therefore not liable for the corporation’s failure toship in the absence of just cause, and generally damages
make the remittances.are not available for actual job loss, or for pain and distress

suffered from being terminated. However, where the par-
Ehrhardt, (Tax Court of Canada), 2008 DTC 2751.ties contemplated at the time of the contract that a breach
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the Minister adopted the position that the amount wasDirector liable for part of corporation’s
taxable as a benefit conferred on the individual taxpayerunremitted source deductions 
either directly or indirectly within the meaning of the Act,
and in the alternative, that the amount was taxable as an

C-Shells Inc. (‘‘C-Shells’’) made an assignment in bank- employment benefit. The Tax Court of Canada (2007 DTC
ruptcy on October 31, 2000. The Minister assessed the tax- 160) upheld the Minister’s assessment, concluding that the
payer, P, personally as a director of C-Shells for the latter’s amount constituted an employment benefit. The taxpayers
unremitted source deductions for July 3, 1998 to June 26, appealed to the Federal Court of Appeal. The corporate
2001. The Minister also assessed P and his spouse, J, per- taxpayer argued that if the amount was an employment
sonally as directors of C-Shells for the latter’s unremitted benefit, then it was entitled to claim a corresponding
GST for various periods from April 1, 1999 to March 31, deduction under the Act.
2000. On their appeals to the Tax Court of Canada, P and J
raised defences based on allegations that the Minister’s

The taxpayers’ appeal was dismissed. The amount
assessments were statute-barred. P also raised a defence of

constituted a benefit conferred on the individual taxpayer
due diligence.

either directly or indirectly within the meaning of the Act.
The Minister was only required to show that the taxable

P’s income tax appeal was allowed in part, but his GST benefit was not otherwise included in the taxpayer’s
appeal was dismissed. J’s GST appeal was allowed. J’s resig- income as an employment benefit or as a shareholder’s
nation as a director of C-Shells was effective May 12, 1999, benefit under the Act, which it was not. However, the Tax
after which she had no further involvement with that cor- Court erred in holding that the Minister was required to
poration. The Minister’s GST assessment was made more show that the amount could otherwise have been
than two years after May 12, 1999, and was thus assessed as an employment benefit. The Tax Court’s deci-
statute-barred. Conversely, there was no evidence that P at sion was affirmed accordingly.
any time ceased to be a director of C-Shells, so the GST
assessment against him was justified. Also, as of April 1999

Les Consultants Pub Création Inc. et al., (Federal CourtP became the only director of C-Shells and had full control
of Appeal), 2008 DTC 6181.over its affairs. Until then, however, he was not in a position

to detect problems relating to C-Shells’ unremitted source
deductions and GST. However, after April 1999, he caused
C-Shells to pay its suppliers in preference to remitting

Amounts paid by employer undersource deductions and GST. On a balance of probabilities,
therefore he did not exercise the degree of care and dili- scholastic achievement program did not
gence that a reasonable person in his position would have constitute employment benefits 
done. He was therefore liable for those source deductions
and GST accruing after April 1999. The Minister was ordered

In assessing the taxpayer for 2004, the Ministerto reassess accordingly.
included in his income as an employment benefit $3,000
received by his 21-year-old son, Andrew, from a gratuitous

Price et al., (Tax Court of Canada), 2008 DTC 3412. Higher Education Award Program (‘‘HEAP’’) instituted by the
taxpayer’s employer to recognize the scholastic achieve-
ments of employees’ children. The taxpayer appealed to
the Tax Court of Canada.

Taxpayer’s consideration received for the
transfer of debt to a corporation The taxpayer’s appeal was allowed. The taxpayer

received no measurable economic advantage from theconstituted a taxable benefit 
$3,000 received by Andrew, since he had no right to
recover it from Andrew. Therefore, it was not an employ-The taxpayer, Massicotte, was the director and presi-
ment benefit in the taxpayer’s hands under para-dent of a corporate taxpayer (‘‘Pub Création’’). The tax-
graph 6(1)(a). Also, the benefits inclusion provisions of sub-payer owned all the shares of Pub Création through a
section 6(3) and 246(1) of the Act were inapplicable, sincewholly owned corporate intermediary, Amadeus. The tax-
the taxpayer never received any benefit. The purpose ofpayer transferred a corporate debt owed to him or
the $3,000 HEAP award was to recognize scholasticAmadeus to Pub Création, which credited an amount to an
achievement, and the taxpayer was required to have a 70%account in the taxpayer’s name as the purported consider-
grade average before applying for that award. Therefore,ation for the debt transfer. The Minister determined that
the $3,000 was scholarship income in Andrew’s handsthe debt had a value of nil and reassessed the taxpayer for
under paragraph 56(1)(n) of the Act.the amount he received from Pub Création as a share-

holder’s benefit under the Act. On the taxpayers’ appeal
from the Minister’s assessment to the Tax Court of Canada, DiMaria, (Tax Court of Canada), 2008 DTC 3027.
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employees of bus and rail companies and retired formerDirectors Fees Paid to Corporation 
employees of transportation companies. In a situation the

As noted in WINDOW ON CANADIAN TAX ¶8882, director’s CRA was asked to comment on, free transit passes are
fees are required to be included in income under para- provided to employees and retired former employees of a
graph 6(1)(c) and are subject to withholding under para-

municipality’s transit division. Employees who are trans-graph 153(1)(a). The CRA does have an administrative
ferred from the transit division to another city departmentpolicy, however, where director’s fees are paid to a corpo-

ration with respect to the services of an individual, which (grandfathered employees) continue to receive free transit
would treat the fees as income of the corporation rather passes. Retired grandfathered employees also receive free
than the individual (see archived Interpretation Bulletin transit passes.
IT-377R). For the administrative policy to apply, the indi-
vidual must be acting on behalf of the corporation and the

It is the CRA’s view that the administrative policy infees must be paid directly to the corporation, or turned
Interpretation Bulletin IT-470R does not apply to passesover by the individual to the corporation.
provided to the grandfathered and the ret i red

The policy does not apply where the corporation is grandfathered employees or their spouses. The benefit
formed for the sole purpose of receiving the directors fees

provided to these individuals would be based on fair
or where the fees are a substantial part of the corporation’s

market value of the passes. There is no benefit, however,income.
where a free transit pass is provided to the widow or wid-

Technical Interpretation, Business and Partnerships ower of a former employee or grandfathered employee as
Division, May 9, 2008, Document No. 2007-0246031E5 the connection with employment by the city is considered

to have ended with the employee’s or grandfathered

employee’s death.Transit Passes 

Technical Interpretation, Business and PartnershipsAs noted in Interpretation Bulletin IT-470R, a taxable
benefit does not arise from transit passes provided to Division, May 23, 2008, Document No. 2008-0267971E5


